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Abstract: The potato-soil separation device comprising five function areas (i.e., shearing, bending,
throwing, cleaning, and conveying) was developed to address the mentioned problems (e.g., soil
with high moisture content, large viscosity, and poor separation efficacy) in the harvesting process
for winter idle paddy fields of Southern China. Given the kinetic analyses for the potato-soil mixture
of five function areas, the crucial factors of the effect of potato-soil separation were determined.
Subsequently, the orthogonal test of 4 factors and 3 levels was performed, and the percentage of small
soil λ, the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber γ, and damage rate of potato tuber K were
adopted as assessment indexes. Regression analyses and programming for the orthogonal test result
were conducted to optimize the device run parameters, and the optimal run parameters included
the rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism of 84.18 r/min, linear velocity of second-stage
lifting chain of 0.75 m/s, and inclination angle of lifting chain of 15.87◦. The field experiments were
performed with the modified potato harvester. As indicated from the result, the visible potato rate
was 94.31% and damage rate of potato was 0.89%, and the requirement of the national standard was
satisfied. This study presented technical feasibility data and equipment for potato-soil separation
under sticky soils condition.

Keywords: potato harvest; potato-soil separation device; potato-soil mixture; kinetics analysis;
orthogonal test

1. Introduction

To cultivate potatoes in winter-fallowed paddy fields of Southern China, the arable
land required does not compete with other crops, thereby elevating land use rates and
creating vast economic benefits [1]. The winter potato is harvested in the rainy season
per year (March–May), and the soils are significantly sticky as compared with other areas,
which are attributed to high moisture content in soils [2]. The moisture content in soils
significantly impacts the potato harvester performance [3–5], thereby directly causing the
difficulty of mechanically harvesting in Southern China. At this time, the coarse-textured
(sand) soils in the North China Plain are currently targeted by most of all marketed potato
harvesters, instead of for the wet soil in hilly and mountainous areas of Southern China.
For this reason, a potato harvester suitable for operation under wet soil conditions should
be developed.

The prime targets for potato harvester working consist of soil excavation and potato-
soil separation. To meet the mentioned objectives under wet soil conditions, a systemic
study on the two critical devices (i.e., digging shovel and separation device) was conducted
by predecessors. For digging devices, digging depth and overcoming resistance perfor-
mance are determined by the shape size and structural form of the shovel. Vibratory [6,7],
bionic [8,9], curved [10,11], and other digging shovels are widely studied and applied to
sticky soils to achieve resistance reduction, thus reducing the power consumption of the
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whole machine. Digging depth is an important indicator, as the digging depth increases,
the power consumption increases, the probability of potatoes not being harvested de-
creases. Due to the reduced soil-to-potato ratio, this makes subsequent soil separation more
difficult, but also creates a buffer between the machine and the potato tubers, reducing
the rate of potato damage [12,13]. For the separation device, its design plays a decisive
role in the soil separation effect. Numerous research have been done on the innovative
design of the separation mechanism, such as swing sieve [14–16], lifting chain [13,17–19],
rotating disc [20,21], and different types of separation mechanisms are suitable for different
soil conditions. Under sticky clay soil conditions, the soil adheres to the surface of the
mechanism, making it difficult to separate and break. To solve the problem, a rubber roller
and auger blade grate cleaning mechanisms mounted below the lifting chain were used
to assist in cleaning the soil, and the results showed that the thickness of soil adhering to
the chain rods with the cleaning mechanism was much lower than that of the chain rods
without the cleaning mechanism, and the separation efficiency was improved [22]. At the
same time, clay tends to adhere to the potato surface, so that potatoes are not easily found
after harvesting. To improve visible potato rate, a cross rotating agitator was installed at
the lifting chain, so that the process of separating the potato-soil mixture is improved [23];
in addition, in order to effectively break the soil, a finger wheel type rubber roller was
applied to the back of the digging shovel, which accelerated the breaking of the potato-soil
mixture through the rotating strike of the finger [24]. A V-type distributor was also used
to directly crush the potato/soil mixture to facilitate separation, and the optimal feeding
speed was defined by theoretical calculations [18]. In addition to the structural innovation
of the separation mechanism, the structure and operating parameters had been evaluated
and optimized by a large number of studies to improve the separation efficiency and reduce
damage rate of potato. Regarding the structural parameters, the length [14,25], shape [17],
inclination angle, spacing between chain rods [26,27] and arrangement of lifting chain
directions [28,29] were considered to have an effect on the separation performance. There
were some studies that showed that a new type of lifting chain under the condition of
heavy soil had the best harvesting effect when the length of the lifting chain was 3.1 m,
the linear speed of the lifting chain was 1.5 m/s, and the forward speed of the machine
was 1.2 m/s [22]; a multi-stage separation buffer potato harvester achieved the visible
potato rate of 99.1% by selecting a working speed of 1.05 m/s, a digging depth of 180 mm,
and a screen inclination angle of 22◦ [27]. Other researchers found that the potato-soil
mixture has different motion states on the vibration and wave segments [17]. In terms of
operating parameters, numerous studies had revealed the relationship between machine
forward speed [4,13,14,16,21], amplitude and vibration frequency of lifting chain [19], and
separation screen operating speed [12,17] and harvester separation performance. There are
mathematical models showed that forward speed of 1.1 m/s, linear speed of transverse
conveyor belt of 1.5 m/s, and circular track speed of 7 r/min were the best combination
performances for efficient separation [21]. Likewise, the mathematical model based on
each influencing factor on the evaluation index was established, and the result showed that
the amplitude of 34.1 mm, the vibration frequency of 5.24 Hz, and the operating speed of
the separation screen of 2.05 m/s was conducive to potato-soil separation [19]. For potato
harvesters with alternating direction, the experiment found that a reasonable combination
of machine operation parameters was a forward speed of 1.3 m/s, a separation screen
operating speed of 1.2 m/s, and a separating screen inclination angle of 15◦ [28]. The
material used to make the separation device was thought to be related to the potato-soil
separation performance [30], such as the use of rubber sleeves to wrap the paddle fingers
on finger-wheel potato harvesters, thus reducing the potato damage rate [24]. At the same
time, research methods for potato-soil separation devices are being innovated. Technical
means such as high-speed camera [12,16,19,27], discrete element method (DEM) [26], and
machine vision-assisted separation [3] had been used in the study of potato-soil separation.

From the available studies, the reported potato harvesters are designed for specific
conditions in the local area. Combined with research and production experience, there
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are currently a few models for mechanized harvesting of potatoes in winter idle paddy
fields in South of China, so it is necessary to develop corresponding machine models in a
targeted manner, and optimize the design of structural parameters.

In this study, a new type of potato harvester, aiming at the problem of potato harvest
in idle winter paddy field in South China, was developed. Potato-soil separation device
(i.e., a soil-crushing mechanism and multi-stage lifting chain) based on the force analysis in
the potato-soil separation and transportation and by complying with the characteristics of
clay soil was designed to separate potato-soil mixture under combined shearing, bending,
and collision. By the kinetic analyses for the potato-soil mixture of five function areas
(i.e., shearing, bending, throwing, cleaning, and conveying), the vital factors of the sepa-
ration effect are determined. Single-factor experiments and orthogonal tests considering
both separation effect and potato injury were conducted, and the structure and operating
parameters of the separation device were optimized.

2. Structure and Working Principle

To address the mentioned problems (e.g., soil with high moisture content, large
viscosity and poor separation efficacy) in the harvesting process for winter idle paddy
fields of Southern China, a new type of potato harvester was designed. Figure 1 shows the
3D model built with Solidworks.
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Figure 1. 3D model of potato harvester. 1—Digging shovel; 2—transmission system; 3—frame;
4—gear box; 5—traction frame; 6—soil-crushing mechanism; 7—first-stage lifting chain; 8—rubber
roller; 9—smooth roller; 10—second-stage lifting chain; 11—walking wheel; 12—lifting chain sup-
port wheel.

The potato-soil separation device is the most important part of the harvester which
mounted at the rear of the digging shovel, comprising a soil-crushing mechanism, a first-
stage lifting chain, a debris-cleaning mechanism, as well as a second-stage lifting chain.
A rotating roller filled with a hard tooth was mounted on the first-stage lifting chain, and
the direction of rotation was counterclockwise. On the whole, the mechanism of the lifting
chain with first-stage and second-stage lifting chains comprised chain rods with a particular
gap. A support wheel was provided on the bottom of the first-stage lifting chain to form
a bulge of chain face, and the second-stage lifting chain was located at the back end of
the potato-soil separation device. The debris-cleaning mechanism was mounted in the
middle between the first-stage and second-stage lifting chains, which comprised a rubber
roller and smooth roller with relative rotation. Furthermore, the spiral-shaped prism was
provided on the rubber roller.
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Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the separation device abstracted from the 3D model
by using AutoCAD (Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA), which illustrates the operating
principle of the potato-soil separation device.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of potato-soil separation device. 1—Soil-crushing mechanism; 2—
first-stage lifting chain; 3—support wheel; 4—rubber roller; 5—smooth roller; 6—second-stage
lifting chain.

By complying with the different action modes of the machine on the potato-soil
mixture, the functional areas can fall into five types, i.e., shearing, bending, throwing,
cleaning, and conveying. The potato-soil mixture was dug by digging shovel and then
transferred to the potato-soil separation device. In the shearing area, the potato-soil mixture
was broken initially by the shearing and collision of a rotating roller filled with a hard tooth.
In the bending area, when the potato-soil mixture moved to the bulge of the chain face,
bending deformation and failure could be generated by gravity action. In the throwing
area, the potato-soil mixture was thrown up as impacted by the movement of the first-stage
lifting chain, and it was collided and then dispersed when falling. In the cleaning area, the
gripping force was determined by the relative rotation between the rubber roller and the
smooth roller to clean the inclusion of the flexible haulm and mulching film. Moreover, the
potatoes and large soil blocks were continuously transported backwards. In the conveying
area, the potatoes, large soil blocks, and stones were transported backwards and fell on the
field through a second-stage lifting chain.

3. Key Component Parameter Design and Analysis
3.1. Parameters of Soil-Crushing Mechanism and Kinetic Analyses during Shearing Area

According to Figure 3a, the soil-crushing mechanism consisted of an installing axis,
a roller core, as well as a roller tooth. Its principal effects were the striking and shearing
on potato-soil mixture. Moreover, the potato-soil mixture was transported, backward
assistant. As indicated from existing studies, the broken soil effect and the degree of potato
damage were impacted by parameters of the soil-crushing mechanism (e.g., the tooth
number of roller and the spacing between teeth) [31,32]. Accordingly, the soil-crushing
mechanism with a roller core length of 630 mm (L1), a roller core diameter of 80 mm (D)
and six roller tooth lengths of 60 mm (L3) were set. To ensure the homogeneity of force
and crushing, three rows of roller teeth were aligned uniformly and circumferentially
with an included angle of 120◦ between rows. Two adjacent rows were arranged in a
misaligned axial direction, and the distance between adjacent teeth in the identical line
was set to 115 mm (L2). According to the field study, the potato tubers were planted at a
depth of 150 mm, and the growth of the tubers range was nearly 100 mm [33]. Thus, the
potato-soil mixture exhibiting a height of approximately 150–200 mm was transported to
the potato-soil separation device after being dug by a digging shovel. For this reason, the
distance adjustable between the roller tooth tip and the surface of the first-stage lifting
chain was set to 80–150 mm.
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Figure 3. (a) The parameters of the soil-crushing mechanism; (b) The kinetic analyses of potato-soil mixture during the
shearing area.

The potato-soil mixture was transported backwards on the first-stage lifting chain
after being dug with a digging shovel. In Figure 3b, when the potato-soil mixture passed
over the surface of the first-stage lifting chain beneath the soil-crushing mechanism, the
potato-soil mixture would be broken and transported backward efficiently as impacted by
the striking and shearing of rotarod roller tooth. The friction force (Ff1) and shear force
(F) were applied to the potato-soil mixture since the roller tooth was partially cut into
the soil when the roller tooth was in contact with the potato-soil mixture. The potato-soil
mixture slides backward relative to the chain surface due to the driving force of roller teeth.
Moreover, the potato-soil mixture was subjected to gravity (G1), and friction force (Ff2) and
supporting force (FN1) of the chain surface. Shear force (F) was calculated by:

F =
M
R

=
∆vJ
R2 (1)

From Figure 3: {
∆v = v2 − v1 cos θ
v2 = ω1R

(2)

Shear force (F) was calculated by Equations (1) and (2):

F =
(ω1R− v1cosθ)J

R2 (3)

where F denotes the shear force applied from the roller tooth, N; M represents the moment
of momentum when the soil-crushing mechanism rotated, N·m; R expresses the radius
when the soil-crushing mechanism rotated, m; v1 denotes the linear speed of the first-stage
lifting chain, m/s; ω1 represents the angular velocity of the crushing roller, rad/s; v2
expresses the linear velocity at the tip of the soil-crushing roller tooth, m/s; J is the moment
of inertia of the soil-crushing mechanism; θ is the angle between the linear speed of the
first-stage lifting chain and the shear force (F), ◦.

Besides the shearing, the potato-soil mixture was further impacted by thrust (∑ Fx)
upward following the chain surface. The equation of resultant force by complying with the
linear velocity direction of the first-stage lifting chain for the calculation is written as.

ΣFx = (F + Ff 1) cos θ − G1 sin α− Ff 2 (4)

where Ff1 denotes the friction force between the roller tooth and the potato-soil mixture,
N; Ff2 represents the friction force between the first-stage lifting chain and the potato-soil
mixture, N; G1 expresses the gravity of the potato-soil mixture, N; α is the inclination angle
of lifting chain, ◦.
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Equations (3) and (4) indicate that the shear force and thrust on the potato-soil mixture
are correlated with the inclination angle of the lifting chain (α), the linear speed of the
first-stage lifting chain (v1), and the angular velocity of the soil-crushing roller (ω1).

3.2. Parameters of First-Stage Lifting Chain and Kinetic Analyses during Bending Area

As presented in Figure 4a, the first-stage lifting chain consisted of a support wheel,
chain rod, chain and sprocket, and its principal effects consisted of vibration, bending,
sieving, and delivery. In this study, the length of the first-stage lifting chain was 980 mm
(L4), and a support wheel of 100 mm diameter (D3) was mounted under the first-stage
lifting chain to form a bulge-shaped domain on the upper chain surface. The angle of a
front bulge of 4.26◦ (θ2) and angle of behind bulge of 7.67◦ (θ3)as indicated after the position
of the support wheel was fixed. The chain rods of the lifting chain were arranged in equal
spacing, and its principal effect was the sieving of small soil blocks during transportation.
Accordingly, the separation efficacy was impacted by the gap between chain rods. As
revealed from the field study, the diameter of winter potatoes during the harvest period in
South China was generally more than 40 mm. For this reason, the diameter of the chain
rod of 15 mm (D2), the wheelbase of 50 mm (L5), and the spacing of 35 mm (L6) were set.
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The first half of the potato-soil mixture hung due to a chain bulge formed by the
support wheel when the potato soil mixture passed via the support wheel, and the potato-
soil mixture was snapped by gravity at the point O. The force situation of the first half of
the potato-soil mixture was sketched in Figure 4b.

MO = G2d =
1
2

mg[S cos(α + θ2)− H sin(α + θ2)] (5)

where M0 denotes the crushing moment, N·m; G2 represents the gravity of the first half
of potato-soil mixture, N; d expresses the distance between point O and gravity G2, m;
m denotes the mass of the first half of potato-soil mixture, kg; H represents the thickness
the potato-soil mixture, m; S expresses the length of the first half of potato-soil mixture, m;
α represents the inclination angle of lifting chain, ◦; θ2 is the angle of the front bulge, ◦.

If the potato-soil mixture was snapped, its crushing moment would be more significant
than the adsorption moment of internal force. The equation is as follows:

MO ≥
1
2

F2H +
1
2

F3H (6)

where F2 denotes the force of the surrounding objects on the potato-soil mixture, N; F3
represents the soil cohesion force, N.
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The mass and length of the first half of the potato-soil mixture and crushing moment
increased since the potato-soil mixture was delivered backward. The potato-soil mixture
was designated as snapping when the crushing moment was more significant than the
adsorption moment of internal force.

Equation (6) shows that the magnitudes of the crushing moment were impacted by
the inclination angle of the lifting chain (α) and the angle of the front chain bulge (θ2), and
the angle of the front chain bulge is tiny and negligible.

3.3. Kinetic Analyses during Throwing Area

After the first-stage lifting chain, the potato-soil mixture was thrown up, and the
potato-soil mixture was then collided after falling and crushed further. To be specific,
throwing height acted as a vital factor in collision-crushing degree. As presented in
Figure 5, a linear velocity was v1 when the potato-soil mixture left the first-stage lifting
chain. The energy conservation equation in the vertical direction was expressed as:

G3h =
1
2

m2v1
2 sin2(α− θ3) (7)

where G3 denotes the gravity of potato-soil mixture, N; h represents the throwing height,
m; m2 expresses the mass of potato-soil mixture, kg; v1 denotes the linear speed of the
first-stage lifting chain, m/s; α is the inclination angle of lifting chain, ◦; θ3 is the angle of
behind bulge, ◦.
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The throwing height was yielded from Equation (7):

h =
v1

2 sin2(α− θ3)

2g
(8)

Equation (8) indicates that the throwing height of potato-soil mixture was impacted
by the inclination angle of lifting chain (α), the angle of behind chain bulge (θ3), and the
linear speed of the first-stage lifting chain (v1). Besides, the angle of front chain bulge was
tiny and negligible.

3.4. Parameters of Debris-Cleaning Mechanism and Kinetic Analyses during Cleaning Area

Winter potatoes in southern China are primarily planted with grass and film mul-
ching [34]. In the mechanical harvesting, other than soil and potatoes, weeds and broken
mulch film were mixed. To clean the flexible haulm and mulch, a debris-cleaning mech-
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anism was designed. According to Figure 6a, a debris-cleaning mechanism consisted of
a rubber roller and smooth roller with relative rotation. Its principal effect was cleaning
the inclusion of the flexible haulm and mulch. Moreover, the potato-soil mixture was
transported backward. For the debris-cleaning mechanism, the rubber roller and smooth
roller were 630 mm in length (L6), with a gap of 5 mm (S2), and the smooth roller diameter
was 75 mm (D4), and the rubber roller diameter was 140 mm (D5). On the rubber roller
surface, three prisms aligned in a spiral line were set. The pitch of the helix was equated
with the length of the roller (L6), and the prism height (h2) was 15 mm. The convex prisms
were aligned uniformly and circumferentially with an included angle of 120◦ between the
adjacent prisms. Furthermore, the cross-section was an isosceles triangle.
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Under the debris-cleaning mechanism, to ensure an uneventful delivery of the potato-
soil mixture, the kinetic analyses of the potato-soil mixture were performed. According
to Figure 6b, the potato-soil mixture on the debris-cleaning mechanism was assumed as
a sphere with radius R1 and fell between the rubber roller and smooth roller through the
first-stage lifting chain throwing. The frictions were expressed as:{

Ff 4 = F4µ

Ff 5 = F5µ′
(9)

where Ff4 denotes the friction between potato-soil mixture and rubber roller, N; Ff5 rep-
resents the friction between potato-soil mixture and smooth roller, N; F4 expresses the
support force of the rubber roller to the potato-soil mixture, N; F5 denotes the support force
of the smooth roller to the potato-soil mixture, N; µ represents friction coefficient between
potato-soil mixture and rubber roller; µ’ is friction coefficient between potato-soil mixture
and smooth roller.

The collision force (F6) applied to the potato-soil mixture was expressed as:

F6 =
2M2

D5
=

2ω2 J2

D5
(10)

where M2 denotes the moment of momentum when the rubber roller rotates, N·m; D5
expresses the diameter of rubber roller, m; ω2 is the angular velocity when the rubber roller
rotates, rad/s; J2 is the moment of inertia of the rubber roller.
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According to Figure 6b, the potato-soil mixture rotated backwards around position
O2. The rotational centrifugal forces of rubber roller and smooth roller were disregarded,
and the moment equation for point O2 was expressed as:

ΣMO2 = F4R1 cos β2 − R1

(
Ff 4 + F6

)
(1− sin β2)− G4R1 cos(β1 + β2) (11)

where G4 denotes the gravity of potato-soil mixture, N; R1 represents the radius of potato-
soil mixture, m; β1 represents the inclination angle between the gravity (G4) and the
connecting line OO1, ◦; β2 expresses the inclination angle between the supporting force
(F5) and the straight line passing through the point O and perpendicular to the connecting
line OO1, ◦.

The necessary conditions for an uneventful delivery of the potato-soil mixture were
∑ MO2 ≥ 0 and ∑ FOO1 ≥ 0. The following equations can be yielded combining
Equations (9)–(11):

ΣMO2 = F4R1[cos β2 − µ(1− sin β2)]−
2R1ω2 J2

D5
(1− sin β2)− G4R1 cos(β1 + β2) ≥ 0 (12)

ΣFOO1 = F4 − G4 sin β1 + F5(sin β2 − µ′ cos β2) ≥ 0 (13)

The conveying capacity of the cleaning agency is determined by the correlation
between rubber roller position and smooth roller position, rotating speed of rubber roller
and the friction coefficients between the potato-soil mixture and different rollers, besides
the weight of the potato-soil mixture.

3.5. Parameters of The Second-Stage Lifting Chain and Kinetic Analyses during the
Conveying Area

In this study, the second-stage lifting chain was performed similarly to the first-stage
lifting chain presented above. The size of the chain rod and the inclination angle of the
lifting chain were identical to those of the first-stage lifting chain, and the length of the
second-stage lifting chain was 630 mm (L7).

A handful of loam and potato tubers were transported onto second-stage lifting chain
by the debris-cleaning mechanism, and the force situation of the potato tuber was sketched
in Figure 7.
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The initial speed of the potato falling on the ascending chain was assumed as 0, and
the second-stage lifting chain moved backward at a constant speed v2. The potato tubers
went through two phases, the acceleration and uniform speed phase. At the acceleration
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phase, the following conditions in X direction were required to prevent potato damage due
to tumbling on the lifting chain:

FN3 cos θ5 − FN2 cos θ4 −m4g sin α ≥ m4
v3

4t
(14)

where FN2 denotes the supporting force of the upper chain rod on the potato tuber, N;
FN3 denotes the supporting force of the lower chain rod on the potato tuber, N; θ4 is the
angle between the x direction and the supporting force (FN2), ◦; θ5 is the angle between
the x direction and the supporting force (FN3),◦; m4 denotes the mass of the potato tuber,
kg; α represents the inclination angle of lifting chain, ◦; v3 expresses the linear velocity of
second-stage lifting chain, m/s; ∆t expresses the acceleration time of potato tuber, s.

At the uniform speed phase, the balance equations of potato tuber were obtained
separately in X and Y directions.{

FN3 cos θ5 − FN2 cos θ4 −m4g sin α = 0
FN3 sin θ5 + FN2 sin θ4 −m4g cos α = 0

(15)

Equations (14) and (15) indicate that the acceleration and transportation process of
potato tubers on the second-stage lifting chain were impacted by θ4, θ5, α, and v3, and the
θ4, θ5 are correlated with the potato tuber shape and chain rod size. In addition, the α and
v3 are the structure and operating parameters of the lifting chain, respectively.

4. Separation Device Performance Test
4.1. Test Materials and Equipment

The separation test was performed in the laboratory to examine the effect of the device
on potato-soil separation and optimize the run parameters. The various parameters of
winter potato-soil mixture in the maturity period were investigated by the research team
to resemble the actual field potato-soil mixture closely. As revealed from the result, the
soil hardness of the upper potato soil mixture (0–10 cm) was 155.2 KPa, that of the lower
potato soil mixture (10–20 cm) in the mature period reached 665.3 KPa, the bulk density of
potato-soil mixture was 0.98 g/cm3, the potato content was 6.30 × 10−3 g/cm3, and the
root content was 1.03 × 10−4 g/cm3 in dry matter.

Several fresh potatoes, roots (15.03% moisture content), and soil (18%, 23% and 28%
moisture content) were employed as the experimental materials. The samples bin (height:
20 cm; width: 30 cm; length: 50 cm; volume: 30,000 cm3) was employed to prepare an
artificial potato-soil mixture sample. The mixture was loaded into the samples bin, and
the sample was compacted to achieve corresponding values of soil hardness of the upper
and lower layers. The soil mass, potato tuber, and root in samples with different moisture
contents were determined by complying with the field research results, and the result is
listed in Table 1. Figure 8 presents the prepared samples of potato-soil mixture.

Table 1. Masses of the individual constituents of samples with different initial moisture contents.

Moisture Content
/%

Volume
/cm3

Soil Mass
/kg

Potato Mass
/g

Root Mass
/g

18 30,000 35.85 (18% moisture content) 613 10
23 30,000 38.18 (23% moisture content) 613 10
28 30,000 40.83 (28% moisture content) 613 10

The potato-soil separation device is illustrated in Figure 9. The potato-soil separation
experiment was performed in situ by driving power machinery. For the respective test, the
prepared potato-soil mixture was first placed at the front end of the first-stage lifting chain
to run the machine to separate the potato-soil mixture.
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4.2. Assessment Index

The machine performance standards (good or bad) were defined by complying with
the separation effect during the harvest process. Moreover, the more minor the potato
tuber damage, the better it would be. Three indicators (i.e., percentage of small soil λ, the
percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber γ, and damage rate of potato tuber K) were
developed to assess the separate effect of potato-soil separation device while in indoor
testing. Two of them (λ and γ) were used to assess the effect of potato-soil separation, and
the remaining one (K) was adopted to assess the degree of potato damage. The specific role
and calculation method are defined below.

Percentage of small soil λ was primarily used to assess the crushing degree of potato-
soil mixture. The soil whose diameter was smaller than the spacing between chain rods
fell from between the rods of the lifting chain to separate potato-soil mixture when the
potato-soil separation device operated. The soil whose diameter was smaller than the
spacing between chain rods (L6 = 35 mm) in each direction was defined as small soil after
separation. The percentage of small soil λ was expressed as:

λ =
m5

MS
× 100% (16)

where λ denotes the percentage of small soil, %; m5 represents the mass of small soil
after separation, kg; MS expresses the total soil mass in the potato-soil mixture before
separation, kg.

The potato tuber remained to bond with portions of the soil after potato-soil separation,
so the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber (γ) was employed to assess the cleaning
degree of potato tuber, as expressed below:

γ =
m6

MS
× 100% (17)
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where γ denotes the percentage of small soil, %; m6 represents the percentage of soil
adhering to potato tuber, kg.

The damage rate of potato tuber (K) was largely adopted to assess the degree of potato
damage. The formulations are presented in Equation (22).

K =
m7

MP
× 100% (18)

where K is the damage rate of potato tuber, %; m7 is the mass of potato tuber with dam-
age after separation, kg. MP is the total potato mass in the potato-soil mixture before
separation, kg.

4.3. Testing Operation-Efficacy of Soil-Crushing Mechanism
4.3.1. Test Method

The soil-crushing mechanism is one of the key apparatuses for assisted crushing.
To verify the effectiveness of the soil-crushing mechanism and assess the effect, a single
factor test with or without a soil-crushing roller was performed. For a single-factor test,
the potato-soil mixture with 23% moisture content was selected as test material, and the
inclination angle of the lifting chain was set at 15◦, the linear speed of the second-stage
lifting chain at 0.99 m/s, and rotational speed of the soil-crushing roller at 70 r/min.
The respective trial in scenarios with or without a soil-crushing roller was repeated twice.
Subsequently, small soil, soil adhered to potato tuber and damaged potato tuber, was picked
out manually and weighed to calculate the percentage of small soil λ, the percentage of
soil adhering to potato tuber γ, and damage rate of potato tuber K.

4.3.2. Test Result

The separation effect in scenarios with or without any soil-crushing mechanism is
shown in Figure 10.
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soil-crushing mechanism.

The statistical comparison of the respective assessment index in scenarios with or
without any soil-crushing mechanism is shown in Figure 11.

According to Figure 11, the use of a soil-crushing mechanism increased the separation
effect for the potato-soil mixture. With the soil-crushing mechanism disassembled, the
percentage of small soil λ took up 65.24%. The percentage of small soil λ increased to
82.21%, and the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber γ decreased to 0.19% from
0.38% after the soil-crushing mechanism was mounted. It was therefore indicated that the
soil-crushing mechanism elevated the shattering degree of the potato-soil mixture, thereby
indirectly prompting soil sieving in the subsequent cleaning and conveying processes.
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Besides, the use of a soil-crushing mechanism up-regulated the damage degree of
potato tuber. The damage rate of potato tuber K reached 6.13% after the soil-crushing
mechanism was mounted. When the soil-crushing mechanism was disassembled, the
damage rate of potato tuber K declined to 3.62%, thereby indicating that the collision injury
of partial potatoes was caused under the impact and shearing of soil-crushing mechanism.

4.4. Orthogonal Test
4.4.1. Test Method

Given the kinetic analysis of five functional areas of potato-soil separation device
as presented above, the moisture content of potato-soil mixture, the rotational speed of
the soil-crushing mechanism, the inclination angle of lifting chain, and the linear velocity
of second-stage lifting chain were adopted as the test factors. Specific instructions are
presented below:

• The moisture content of potato-soil mixture. In this study, to harvest winter potatoes
in idle paddy fields of Southern China, a potato-soil separation device was developed.
The main reason for affecting harvesting quality was soil exhibiting a high water
capacity in idle paddy fields. Thus, to examine the effect of the different moisture
content on the separation effect of potato-soil separation device, the potato-soil mixture
involving three different moisture contents (i.e., 18%, 23%, and 28%) was prepared as
described in Section 4.1. for the separation test.

• The rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism. The rotational speed of the
soil-crushing mechanism impacted the soil-crushing quality and the damage degree,
as determined by the kinetic analysis of potato-soil mixture in the shearing area. The
rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism was adopted as one of the orthogonal
test factors to identify optimal running parameters of the soil-crushing mechanism.
During the trial, three levels of the rotation speed of the soil-crushing mechanism
were set to 70 r/min, 122 r/min, and 175 r/min, respectively. The linear velocity at
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the tip of the soil-crushing roller tooth was equated with that of the first-stage lifting
chain at the rotation speed of the soil-crushing mechanism as 70 r/min.

• The inclination angle of lifting chain. The inclination angle of the first-stage lifting
chain set in this separation device was equated with that of the second-stage lifting
chain. Given the kinetic analysis, as previously described, the inclination angle of
the lifting chain had effects on the force and motion state of potato-soil mixture in
the shearing area, the bending area, the throwing area, and the conveying area to
identify the optimal inclination angle of lifting chain, that was employed as one of the
orthogonal test factors. During the trial, three levels of the inclination angle of lifting
chain were set to 15◦, 20◦, and 25◦, respectively.

• The linear velocity of second-stage lifting chain. The linear velocity of second-stage
lifting chain impacted the force and motion state of potato-soil mixture, as determined
by the kinetic analysis of potato-soil mixture in the conveying area. To identify optimal
linear velocity of second-stage lifting chain, that acted as one of the orthogonal test
factors. During the trial, three levels of the linear velocity of the second-stage lifting
chain were set to 0.75 m/s, 0.99 m/s, and 1.23 m/s, respectively.

As described in Section 4.2., the percentage of small soil λ, percentage of soil adhered
to potato tuber γ, and damage rate of potato tuber K still were taken as evaluation indexes
in this orthogonal test. The L3

4 orthogonal table was used to arrange the experiment, and
the orthogonal test scheme was given in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Coding with factors and levels.

Levels

Factors

A B C D

Moisture Content
/%

Rotational Speed of
Soil-Crushing Mechanism

/r·min−1

Linear Velocity of
Second-Stage Lifting Chain

/m·s−1

Inclination Angle of
Lifting Chain

/◦

1
2
3

18
23
28

70
122
175

0.75
0.96
1.23

15
20
25

4.4.2. Analysis of Orthogonal Test Results
Range Analysis

To examine the primary and secondary sequence and the optimal lever of the respec-
tive factor, the range analysis for orthogonal test results (Table 3) was conducted, and the
means graph (Figure 12) of a distinct index at the individual level of each factor was plotted.

As indicated from the mentioned results: for the percentage of small soil λ, the
moisture content was the main factor because it had the maximal range value, and the
higher the moisture content, the smaller the percentage of small soil would remain. The
effect order of the respective factor to λ was as: moisture content>linear velocity of second-
stage lifting chain > rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism> inclination angle of
lifting chain.

For the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber γ, the moisture content was the
main factor since it had maximum range value, and the higher the moisture content,
the bigger the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber would be. The effect order of
the respective factor to γ was moisture content > linear velocity of second-stage lifting
chain > rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism > inclination angle of lifting chain.
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Table 3. Results of orthogonal test and range analysis.

Experimental
Number

Experimental Factor Assessment Index

A B C D
Percentage of

Small Soil
λ/%

Percentage of
Soil Adhered to

Potato Tuber
γ/%

Damage
Rate of Potato

Tuber
K/%

1 18 70 0.75 15 90.46 0.02 5.1
2 18 122 0.96 20 83.79 0.17 4.2
3 18 175 1.23 25 92.92 0.28 12.18
4 23 70 0.96 25 83.67 0.34 6.67
5 23 122 1.23 15 89.61 0.15 7.40
6 23 175 0.75 20 77.44 0.04 7.35
7 28 70 1.23 20 67.86 0.86 9.1
8 28 122 0.75 25 75.44 0.36 5.88
9 28 175 0.96 15 54.08 0.40 4.82

λ/%

K1 89.06 80.66 81.11 78.05
K2 85.55 82.95 73.85 76.36
K3 65.79 74.81 83.46 84.01
R 23.26 8.13 9.62 7.65

Optimal
Lever A1 B2 C3 D3

Sequences A>C>B>D

γ/%

K1 0.16 0.41 0.14 0.19
K2 0.18 0.23 0.30 0.36
K3 0.54 0.24 0.43 0.33
R 0.38 0.18 0.29 0.17

Optimal
Lever A1 B2 C1 D1

Sequences A>C>B>D

K/%

K1 7.16 6.96 5.77 5.77
K2 7.14 5.83 5.23 6.88
K3 6.60 8.12 9.56 8.24
R 0.56 2.29 4.33 2.47

Optimal
Lever A3 B2 C2 D1

Sequences C>D>B>A

For the damage rate of potato tuber K, the linear velocity of second-stage lifting chain
acted as the main factor since it achieved the maximal range value. The effect order of the
respective factor to K was linear velocity of second-stage lifting chain > inclination angle of
lifting chain>rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism>moisture content.

Analysis of Variance

Based on the range analysis, the variance analysis was conducted to study whether
the various factors exerted a statistically significant influence on each assessment index.
Given the results of range analysis, the factor exerting the minimal influence on the
assessment index served as a residual term during variance analysis, and the results are
listed in Table 4.

From the mentioned results: for a percentage of small soil λ, a confidence interval that
factor A significantly impacted λ was at 90–95%, thereby illustrating that statistically the
moisture content significantly impacted the percentage of small soil, and other factors were
not significant for λ due to a confidence interval below 80%. For the percentage of soil
adhering to potato tuber γ, a confidence interval that the factor A exerted some effects on
γ was at 80–90%, which illustrated statistically that the moisture content had some effect
on the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber. Other factors were not significant for
λ because of a confidence interval below 80%. For the damage rate of potato tuber K, the
confidence intervals that the factors significantly impacted K were +95% for C, 90–95%
for B, 90–95% for C, respectively, which illustrated statistically that the mentioned factors
significantly impacted K.
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Table 4. Results of variance analysis.

Dependent Variable Variance
Source

Sum of
Square

Degree of
Freedom

Mean
Square F Value P Value

Percentage of
small soil λ/%

A 887.378 2 443.689 9.164 *
B 105.587 2 52.794 1.090 4
C 150.807 2 75.404 1.557 4

Residual 96.838 2 48.419
Cor Total 1240.610 8

Percentage of soil
adhered to potato

tuber γ/%

A 0.279 2 0.140 5.899 �
B 0.060 2 0.030 1.275 4
C 0.127 2 0.063 2.678 4

Residual 0.047 2 0.024
Cor Total 0.514 8

Damage rate of
potato tuber K/%

B 7.867 2 3.933 12.990 *
C 31.426 2 15.713 51.892 **
D 9.183 2 4.591 15.163 *

Residual 0.606 2 0.303 *
Cor Total 49.081 8 4

Note: The p-values are marked by ** as significant (p < 0.05), * as medium significant (0.05 < p < 0.1), � as low significant (0.1 < p < 0.2), and
4 as no significant (p > 0.2).
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The results of ANOVA indicated that the effect of potato-soil separation was largely
impacted by moisture content, and the higher the moisture content, the lower the shattering
degree would be; the more the soil adhered to the potato tuber, the lower the cleaning
degree of the tuber would be. This was because moisture increased the soil stickiness and
improved the difficulty degree of crushing and cleaning. The degree of potato damage was
primarily impacted by the structure and run parameters of the potato harvester as impacted
by the collision of the machined parts. The linear velocity of the second-stage lifting chain
for mechanical parameters exerted the most prominent effect on the damage rate of potato
tuber. This was because most of the soil was separated and sieved, and a buffer effect
on potatoes decreased or even disappeared when the potatoes were transported to the
second-stage lifting chain.

Regression Model

The 3 levels of the respective factor were expressed by −1, 0, and 1, respectively, to
study the significance of the effect of each factor on the assessment index and anticipate
the outcome of test, and multiple linear regression models were built.

For percentage of small soil λ, the regression equations were yielded as:

λ = 79.4744− 11.6317A− 2.925B + 1.175C + 2.98D (19)

N = 9, R = 0.86333, F = 2.92677, S = 8.8873
For the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber γ, the regression equations were

obtained as follows:

γ = 0.2911 + 0.1917A− 0.0833B + 0.145C + 0.0683D (20)

N = 9, R = 0.9, F = 4.26316, S = 0.15624
For the damage rate of potato tuber K, the regression equations were obtained as fol-

lows:
K = 6.9667− 0.28A + 0.58B + 1.725C + 1.235D (21)

N = 9, R = 0.7752, F = 1.50581, S = 2.21284

Parameter Optimization and Field Verification

To determine an optimal designing parameter of potato-soil separation device, the
multi-objective programming of regression equation as described above was performed.
By complying with the practical situation, the constraints K ≤ 4% for damage rate of potato
tuber and λ ≥ 90% for a percentage of small soil were determined. The minimum was then
obtained through programming by setting the percentage of soil adhering to potato tuber as
the programming objective. The programming constraints are presented in Equation (22).

−1 ≤ A ≤ 1
−1 ≤ B ≤ 1
−1 ≤ C ≤ 1
−1 ≤ D ≤ 1

6.9667− 0.28A + 0.58B + 1.725C + 1.235D ≤ 4
79.4744− 11.6317A− 2.925B + 1.175C + 2.98D ≥ 90

(22)

The result of programming shows that the minimum value that meets all the con-
straints was obtained when A =−1, B =−0.865, C =−1, D =−0.8259. Accordingly, the best
lever combination was moisture content of 18%; the rotational speed of the soil-crushing
mechanism of 84.18 r/min; linear velocity of second-stage lifting chain of 0.75 m/s; and
inclination angle of lifting chain of 15.87◦.

To demonstrate the validity of the optimization parameters, the potato-soil separation
device of the harvester was modified under the optimal lever combination as described
above and a field harvesting test was performed in Changsha, Hunan. The moisture content
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of soil in the field was measured to be 20.06% during the test. The visible potato rate and
damage rate of potatoes acted as the assessment indexes based on the method of the China
National Standard NY/T 648-2015. An outcome trial was presented for visible potato
rate of 94.31% and damage rate of potato of 0.89%. As the national standard requires that
the damage rate of potato is less than 1.5%, the performance met the requirement, which
illustrated the effectiveness of machine parameter optimization. The modified prototype
and the harvesting effect are illustrated separately in Figure 13.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a new type of potato-separation device comprising five
function areas (i.e., shearing, bending, throwing, cleaning, and conveying) to address
the problem (e.g., potato-soil separation under sticky soils condition). Given the kinetic
analyses for the potato-soil mixture of five function areas, the crucial factors of the effect
of potato-soil separation were determined. Then the run parameters of the device were
optimized by conducting an orthogonal test.

Toothed roller is the key component of the soil-crushing mechanism and was expected
to shear the sticky soil. The structure and function of the toothed roller in this paper are
somewhat similar to the finger wheel in poke finger’s wheel type potato harvester [24],
but the roller in this paper was mounted above the lifting chain, and there is a movement
match with the lifting chain, the shear and transport modes of potato-soil complex are
different. As revealed from the results of the single factor test, after the soil-crushing
mechanism installation, the percentage of small soil λ was increased from 65.24% to 82.21%,
which indicated that the shearing and impact effect on potato-soil mixture of soil-crushing
mechanism elevated the shattering degree of the potato-soil mixture. However, the use of
a soil-crushing mechanism up-regulated the damage degree of potato tuber. The damage
rate of potato tuber K declined from 6.13 to 3.62% when the soil-crushing mechanism was
disassembled, that we believe is also caused by shearing and striking effect on potato
tubers of soil-crushing mechanism.

The results of orthogonal test showed that the optimal run parameters included
the rotational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism of 84.18 r/min; linear velocity of
second-stage lifting chain of 0.75 m/s and inclination angle of lifting chain of 15.87◦. The
rotational speed of 84.18 r/min made the linear velocity at the tip of roller tooth slightly
faster than that of the lifting chain, which could not only ensure the delivery, but also
minimize the impact of roller teeth on potato tubers. According to the results of previous
studies, the recommended linear velocity of the lifting chain was found to be at the range
of 1.0–2.2 m/s [25–27], and the inclination angle at the range of 20–24◦ [25,27,31]. Lower
values of the optimal parameters were obtained in this study. We believe that was caused
by the characteristics of paddy clay soil; sticky soil needs longer sieving time so as the
delivery velocity should be slower, and the smaller inclination angle will be good for the
lifting and sieving of the heavy soil.
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The field experiments were performed by the modified potato harvester with the
condition of soil moisture content of 20.06%. As revealed from the result, the visible potato
rate took up 94.31%; the damage rate of potato was 0.89%. We referred to other studies
that were conducted according to the same standard (NY/T 648-2015), the poke finger’s
wheel type potato harvester mentioned above was tested in the field, and the visible potato
rate was 96.5%; the damage rate of potato was 4.5% [24], while the test conducted in the
condition in which the soil moisture content was 12%. In the field test of another crawler
self-propelled potato harvester under the condition of 20% soil moisture content, the visible
potato rate was 98.54% and the damage rate of potato was 1.31% [35], while the test site
is located in northwest of China, where the soil is sandy rather than clay. The results of
field experiments show that the visible potato rate was lower when harvest potato in wet
and sticky clay soil compared to with sandy soil and dry soil, which was consistent with
practical common sense. The potato harvester in this study obtained a lower damage rate
of potato, which may be related to the buffering effect of sticky soil. In general, based on
the results of field trials, the new type of potato harvester proposed in this paper can meet
the requirement of harvesting potato in the sticky heavy soil condition of winter idle paddy
fields in south of China.

It should be noted that there are still some limitations in the process of parameter
optimization in this study. We simulated the sticky soil condition (i.e., moisture content,
soil hardness, bulk density, root content and tuber content) of winter idle paddy fields
through a field investigation, and carried out orthogonal experiments under laboratory
conditions. However, the actual field operation may also be affected by many other
uncontrollable factors (e.g., stones, weeds), so for any specific harvest environment, field
test and debugging are necessary.

From what has been discussed above, the primary conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) The application of the soil-crushing mechanism with toothed roller improved the
separation effect, whereas it caused more potato tuber damage.

(2) The optimal run parameters of the potato-soil separation device included the ro-
tational speed of the soil-crushing mechanism of 84.18 r/min; linear velocity of
second-stage lifting chain of 0.75 m/s and inclination angle of lifting chain of 15.87◦.

(3) As revealed from the result of field experiments, the visible potato rate took up 94.31%,
the damage rate of potato was 0.89%, which indicated that the new type of potato
harvester proposed in this paper can meet the requirement of harvesting potato in
winter idle paddy fields in south of China, and provide equipment support for potato
harvest under sticky soils condition.
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